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Abstract: Till Date, the Data Structure designed takes discrete data as input and organizes them in a 
structural way. They are also optimized in both Space and Time ie., they consume less memory and 
small access time possible. In this work We propose Concentric Circles Data Structure which can take 
both  discrete and continuous data as input and organizes them in a  meaningful compact manner. In 
case of Conventional Data Structure   only  key values arrangement is considered using some formal 
method  but here the  magnitude of any feature or parameter can also be given importance. The 
applications are numerous : This can be helpful for comparison and to obtain  greater insight into what 
is happening in the  real World.  
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1. Introduction: Computing is dominated by two fields : namely, Data and Algorithms which operates 
on the Data to obtain the desired result.  Data is at the heart of Computing. A popular saying like “ NO 
DATA – NO COMPUTER “ will stand for this fact. Data , before being processed , need to be organized 
and arranged in some Structural way to be  given as both Input/Output.  Conventional Data Structure 
such as Array, linked list, records, Unions and Class classified as Linear Data Structure and Graphs and 
Trees grouped as Non-Linear ones organizes raw data in their own format suitable for Storing , 
Retrieving , Updating and Deleting Operations.  They all are based on some Primitive Data Types such 
as int, float, char and etc., But their Scope is limited to only Discrete Data. They are unable to process 
continuous variable and also there is no way to make comparison between two or more number of 
either type of variable. This work presents a novel idea based on “ Concentric Circle Data Structure “ 
that helps to overcome this problem. The paper is organized as follows : Section 1 gives Introduction 
followed by some already available background works in this area in Section 2 . Section 3 gives detailed 
description on proposed work with a suitable example from Astrological Data. Section 4 is the 
conclusion and scope for future enhancement. 
 
2. Literature Survey:  
1. The Science simply by modeling the observed phenomenon [1] by a suitable mathematical construct 

simply interpret and  describes the phenomenon but not explains it. The justification  of such model 
veracity in that it is expected to work and yield the result.  John Von-Neumann implemented 
specification by choosing part of it and replacing it with data refinement is  efficient. This repeated 
selection of previously developed refinement forms the basis in the design of data structure. In this 
work the author tries to explain the design of data structure as opposed to choice and use in terms of 
formal methods. 

2. The operations performed on Random-Access Lists [2] improves the bound to O(minfi; log ng) in the 
worst case and O(log i) in the expected case, where i is the index of the desired element. 
Experimental result corroborates the efficiency of the data structure in implementation.. They are 
simple, convenient, and usually quite efficient. The main problem associated with lists is that 
accessing the ith element requires O(i) time. In such situations, Random access of arrays comes in 
handy to functional programmers. Unfortunately, arrays can be quite awkward to implement in a 
functional setting, where previous versions of the array are needed even after an update. 
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3. In this work the author proposes a new ADT ( Abstract Data Type) [3] for implementation of Priority 
Search Queues. It is done through blending finite maps and priority queues. It has got only 
logarithmic access to a binding with a given key and constant access to a binding with a minimum 
value. The priority based Search Queue can be used to given a simply purely functional 
implementation of Dijikstra’s single-source shortest-paths algorithm. 

4. In this paper, the authors explains depth-first search in a lazy functional language [4] resulting in  
linear –time implementation. Instead of imperative presentations, the functional languages’ 
structuring methods are used to construct algorithms from individual reusable components. This 
style helps to achieve to obtain an amenable formal proof than strongly –connected components 
algorithms. The depth first algorithm is much useful in designing  a variety of efficient Graph 
Algorithms. This is done by embedding code-fragments necessary for a particular algorithm into a 
DFS procedure skeleton in order to compute relevant information from the Graph Structure. 

5. In this work the authors proposes a new way of defining data [5] like queue, stack and list and the 
operations on them. They combine and extend the basic concepts to both fuzzy lists  and Fuzzy 
Intuitionistic lists logic . They introduce the concept of position function to define lists. This has 
much rigor than the earlier one used in computer science and functional programming in particular 
and several of the concepts like operators, operations and properties have been studied by them. 

6. This work bridges the gap between symbolic cognitive functions and numerical sensing & control 
tasks in the domain of physical systems , especially in intelligent robotics [6]. Fuzzy qualitative 
coordinates are defined for a fuzzy qualitative circle; a Cartesian translation and orientation are 
defined by replacing by their normalized fuzzy partitions. Conventional trigonometric functions and 
rules in Euclidean Space are also transformed using fuzzy logic and qualitative reasoning. This 
provides a better transformation interface to analyze general trigonometric-related physical systems 
from an AI perspective. 

 
3. The Proposed Work: As it is well known that a Circle defines a Constant Vector Distance from a 
focal point known as Origin that forms its Circumference. Thus it is linear and systematic and also 
continuous in nature. The length of the vector is the being constant in  Magnitude of the variable being 
considered but changes its position in reference to the subtended angles ranging from 0 -360 degrees. 
These circular characteristics offer wider scope of arranging continuously varying variables value which 
are polar apart ie they have both positive and negative features and also of neutral. The arrow tip 
describes both magnitude and direction of change.  
 
 Two Examples Data Structures using Concentric Circles Data Structure given as follows. 
 
Example 1: Continuous Variable:  
 
From Astrology, the Magnitude and Nature of Power while the Planet Sun is in debilitation house ( 
Libra), Inimical house (Taurus and Aquarian), Own house, Moolatrikona or Kendra ( Leo) , Friendly 
House ( ) , Exalted House ( Aries) . The concentric Circles in increasing manner corresponds and 
represents  these values considering Sun as Benefic Effects for people born under its Influence. The 
positive X coordinate is for Benefic Effects and Negative  X axis is for Malefic Effects in a particular Sign, 
respectively. 
 
Example 2:  Discrete Linguistic Values 
 

The Half Circle Positive X coordinate may represent Success in a Game, Gain in a Business, Light 
Intensity in a Room and etc., with negative X coordinate Failure, Loss and Darkness  in Varying Degrees 
and the positive Y axis with the Neutral values  
 
3.1 Algorithm: 
3.1.1. For Continuous Variable (Refer: Fig 1) we can use IF-ELSEIF-THEN construct here: 
Depending upon the angle occupied by the Sun in a particular Sign: 
If 
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Sun is in libra sign Then the benefic effect will be Least 
   Elseif 

Sun is in Tauras Or Aquraias Or Capricon Then the benefic effect will be Less 
Elseif  

Sun is in Gemini Or  Cancer Or Or Virgo Then the benefic effect will be Normal 
Elseif  

Sun is in  Scorpio Or  Sagittarius Or Pisces Then the benefic effect will be Above Normal 
Elseif  

 Sun is in Leo then the benefic effect will be More 
Else  

The benefic effect will be The Most. 
 
The values will  be stored in Relation Database Tables as Sign Name and Value  Columns.  
 

Table:  Benefic Effects of Sun in various Signs 

S NO SIGN NAME BENEFIC EFFECT IN % 

1 Libra 0% 

2 Tauras Or Aquraias Or Capricon 1-20% 
3 Gemini Or  Cancer Or Or Virgo 21-50% 

4 Scorpio Or  Sagittarius Or Pisces 51-65% 

5 Leo 85-95% 

6 Aries 96-100% 

 

 
Fig 1: Concentric Circles Data Structure for Continuous Variable 

 
 
3.1.2. For Discrete Linguistic Variable , we can use the following Logic (Ref Fig 2) 
Let  
DegSuccess  =  Outcome Value – Min Success Value / Min Success Value  
If DegSuccess  > 0 Then mark the points in positive X axis 
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Elseif DegSuccess  =O Then mark the points along positive Y axis 
Else   (DegFailure ) mark the points along negative X axis. 
 
Let X represent the outcome of a Student Marks in his Subjects 
X = { Success, Failure, Just Pass } 
 
For instance , Let  the Subjects Pass mark be 50 
 
If he scored 65 in Subject 1 then His DegSuccess1= (65-50)/50  =+0 .3 ( +X axis) 
If he scored 90 in Subject 2 then His DegSuccess2= (90-50)/50  = +0.8 ( +X axis) 
If he scored 50 in Subject 3 then His DegSuccess1= (50-50)/50  = 0 ( +Y axis axis) 
If he scored 25 in Subject 4 then His DegSuccess4= (25-50)/50  = -0.5 ( +X axis) 
 

 
Fig 2: Circular Data Structure for Linguistic Discrete Variable 

 
Conclusion: The rules for constructing Trigonometric Figures offer wide opportunities for arranging 
and organizing continuous variable/linguistic Discrete Variable Data. We have shown 2 such examples 
here. This helps mainly in comparison of two or more variables either alone or combined in their results. 
It leads to greater insight into “What is Happening” in real world Scenario. In future as further 
enhancement, it is planned to introduce Fuzzy-Trigonometric Structure for better tolerance in input 
values and also for a precise prediction. 
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